DEMOCRATS WORKING FOR HEALTH CARE
Nothing is more critical to the well-being of Americans than quality, affordable healthcare
and Democrats are committed to delivering that for Page County and all of America.
The most significant advancement in the quest for universal healthcare is the Affordable
Care Act (“Obamacare”), passed by Congress in 2010 and signed into law by President
Obama. This transcendent piece of legislation expands coverage by providing subsidies
to make it possible for more people to gain health coverage and to protect people with
pre-existing conditions who previously were unable to qualify for health insurance. The
ACA also mandates a set of core benefits that must be provided by all health insurance
plans. More than 20 million previously uninsured Americans have obtained medical
coverage due to the ACA.1
While the Trump Administration and Republicans in Congress seek to undermine the
ACA, Democrats on the local, state and national level want to preserve it and enhance it,
including adding an affordable “public option” for anyone who prefers it.
Access to affordable health care is more important than ever, as the Covid-19 pandemic
upends normal life and continues to threaten our population. Even as some 30 million
Americans have lost their employer-based health coverage during the pandemic,2 the
Trump Administration and 18 Republican state attorneys continue to petition the
Supreme Court to eliminate the ACA without any replacement in sight.3
Even Senator John Cornyn (R, Texas)—who has long been an enemy of the ACA—
concedes the value of the ACA during the pandemic. In an interview this past spring,
he encouraged Americans who lost coverage during the pandemic to sign up for the
Affordable Care Act, saying, "The good news is that if you lose your employerprovided coverage, which covers about 180 million Americans, then that is a
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significant life event, which makes you then eligible to sign up for the Affordable
Care Act — and as you know, it has a sliding scale of subsidies up to 400 percent of
poverty."4
Last year, President Donald Trump promised Americans a health plan that will be
“phenomenal” and make the GOP “the party of health care.”5 6 But, of course, that is
just another one of his many broken promises. Neither President Trump nor his
Republican Party have enacted—or even formally proposed—any comprehensive
national health plan. No health plan is hardly a “phenomenal” health plan. More
recently, during an interview with Chris Wallace of FOX news on July 19, 2020, Trump
promised a healthcare plan in “two weeks” 7 So far, there has been no sign of that plan
either.
On a more local level, after making significant gains in the Virginia legislature during
the 2017 elections, Democrats and Governor Northam (D, Virginia) passed Medicare
expansion in 2018. Although our State Senator Mark Obenshain (R, District 26)
opposed it, the expansion extended health coverage to more than 380,000 Virginians 8
and over 10,000 residents in our senate district, including Page County citizens.9
Senator Mark Warner, our senior US Senator, is a strong advocate for better healthcare.
He fights relentlessly to keep coverage in place for Americans with pre-existing
conditions—conditions like cancer, diabetes or other illnesses that otherwise would
allow health insurance companies to deny cover age to the people who need it most. He
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has fought against “junk” insurance plans, which—contrary to the ACA—allow insurers
to sell policies with few benefits. He continues to fight against opioids and fight for more
medical research, more mental health services and better coordination among federal,
state and local authorities to fight drug trafficking. He has fought to allow Medicare to
negotiate drug prices with pharmaceutical companies—to keep our costs down—and to
provide funding for rural hospitals.
Our Democratic candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives, Nicholas Betts, is
passionate about providing Americans with quality, affordable healthcare. He advocates
allowing Americans to keep their private insurance if they wish, but to provide a lowcost public option that is available to all Americans, regardless of their socioeconomic
status.10
Quality and affordable healthcare also requires that Democrats continuously defend the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. In contrast, Donald Trump’s 2021 budget proposed
drastic cuts to both Medicare and Medicaid.11 12 13
You can see Democrats working for a healthy America in terms of our environment, too-the air we breathe, the water we drink, the places we work. The Trump Administration
has made all these hazardous to our health. The Administration has loosened or gutted
regulations designed to limit toxic emissions from industrial polluters, sewage
treatment plants and energy plants; to limit air pollution in national parks and
wilderness areas; to limit smog; to limit pesticides linked to developmental disabilities
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in children; and to limit risks to health and safety in workplaces.14 This will result in
poorer health for everyone else—including Page County residents.
In stark contrast to Trump’s attempts to dismantle healthcare and his gross
mismanagement of the Covid-19 pandemic, Democrats are working for healthcare on
both the local and national level. For your own sake—and for your family, your children,
your grandchildren and our County’s future—please vote for healthcare.
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